
 

Learning new skills, especially digital ones, can be both exciting and 
intimidating. That’s why we’re excited to team up with AARP Foundation 
and Older Adults Technology Services (OATS) from AARP to provide Digital 
Skills Ready@50+ trainings. These trainings are designed to help older 
adults increase their economic security by giving them the digital essentials 
they need to find and secure jobs, change careers, or explore entrepreneurship. 
Please read the program descriptions to make sure the class is appropriate for you. 

OCTOBER 
Monday, October 10th at 10:00 AM—”Affordable Home Internet” (Lecture—75 minutes) 

Having home internet can help you save money, look for a job, connect with others, make everyday 
tasks easier, and much more! This lecture goes over basic information you need to know when signing up for 
home internet service. You’ll also learn about the Affordable 
Connectivity Program (ACP), a permanent, government program that helps qualifying low‐
income households pay for internet service and connected devices. In some cases, depending on 
your internet plan, the ACP discount may help you get home internet for free! 

Monday, October 17th at 10:00 AM—“Finding Information Online” (Workshop—75 minutes) 
The internet is an incredible resource but finding what you’re looking for can sometimes be daunting 

or time consuming. That’s why finding what you’re looking for online is such an important skill. This hands‐on 
workshop will review helpful tips for using effective search terms, evaluating your search results, and search‐ 
ing within a reliable site for accurate information. 

Thursday, October 20th at 5:30 PM—“P2P Payments” (Lecture—75 minutes) 
Since PayPal debuted over twenty years ago, person‐to‐person payments have become common‐ 

place. In this lecture, you’ll learn about some of today’s most popular P2P payment 
services, including PayPal, Venmo, and Cash App. We’ll cover some of the basic functions of these services, 
how they compare, and tips for using them safely. 

Monday, October 24th at 10:00 AM—“Gmail Tips & Tricks” (Workshop—75 minutes) 
Go beyond sending and receiving with this hands‐on workshop about Gmail features! This workshop 

will cover important features like spellcheck, formatting emails, searching your inbox, adding a signature, and 
attaching files. The session will combine demonstration and hands‐on practice, so that you’ll have plenty of 
opportunities to ask questions and try out these features. Please note that this session will not go over how 
to sign up for a Gmail address. 
Prerequisite: You must have a Gmail address and should be comfortable sending and receiving emails. 

Monday, October 31st at 10:00 AM—“Google Maps” (Lecture—75 minutes) 
Visit sites around the world from the comfort of your home, get a bird’s‐eye view of your childhood 

neighborhood, or simply get directions to your friend’s house! Google Maps is a 
mapping application that offers satellite imagery, street maps, and street‐view perspectives. It also has a 
route planner for your preferred transportation method, be it foot, car, bicycle or 
public transportation. During this lecture, you’ll get an introduction to the platform and a demonstration of 
how to use it. 

NOVEMBER 
Monday, November 7th at 10:00 AM— “Cloud Storage” (Lecture—75 minutes) 

In this lecture, you’ll learn the basics of cloud storage — a technology that lets you store documents, 
images, and other media files remotely while giving you greater accessibility, reliability, and protection for 
your important data. We’ll discuss what it is, why it’s the future of data storage, and demonstrate a few of 
the most popular services currently available to consumers. 
Thursday, November 10th at 5:30 PM— “Social Media for Job Search” (Lecture—75 minutes) 

Did you know that not having any social media could be a red flag for potential employers? In this 


